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 Textile Designs and Books by William Morris

 Many aspects of the life of William Morris (English, 1834
 1896) are generally known by anyone at all familiar with mod
 em art history. This essay, therefore, is but a small descendant
 of the many volumes already published in attempts to clarify
 Morris's influence in the twentieth century.1 Morris's biog
 raphers had access to a wealth of primary material for he was
 a prolific writer, a frequent guest lecturer whose addresses
 were widely published, and the subject of numerous homages
 paid by fellow artists and friends.2 His activities ranged from
 traveling, writing, and politics to painting, designing, and
 collecting.

 Morris was fortunate to be a student at Oxford from 1853

 to 1856, when a number of chance encounters set the pattern
 his life would take. His innate love of the Middle Ages was
 aroused no doubt through his first contacts with Gothic art
 and architecture at this institution. His travels to the cathe
 drals of France reinforced his admiration for the era that he

 had studied by reading and rereading John Ruskin's writings,
 which were among the first to expound the virtues of Gothic
 architecture.3 Twenty years later, acting as secretary of the
 Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, Morris fre
 quently cited Ruskin in defending the conservation of archi
 tecture as opposed to the all too frequent re-working and sub
 sequent debasing of English Gothic buildings. At Oxford he

 met Edward Bume-Jones (English, 1833-1898), who immedi
 ately became his life-long friend and eventually introduced
 him to Charles Faulkner, William Fulford, and R. W. Dixon.
 This small, closely knit group was particularly fond of litera
 ture, especially poetry. They discussed at great length the vir
 tues and limitations of works by Tennyson, Shelly, Keats, and
 Poe. Thus Morris's feeling for words was keenly developed,
 and his own writing, although at first lacking direction, be
 came an important part of his initial creative endeavors. From
 within this small literary group arose the plan to publish a
 periodical. Early in 1856 The Oxford and Cambridge Maga
 zine, Conducted by Members of the Two Universities was born.
 The magazine contained youthful, but sincere, criticism of
 well-established authors, a few illustrations, and original
 stories and poetry by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Edward Bure
 Jones, Morris, and others. This magazine marked Morris's
 entry into the world of publishing.

 It became evident to Morris that his formal university edu
 cation was of little value. After passing his degree exam in the
 Final School, Morris became apprenticed to G. W. Street and
 started to pursue a career as an architect. It was at this time,
 through his friend Burne-Jones, that he met the artists known

 as the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood: Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
 William Holman Hunt, John Everett Millais, William Michael
 Rossetti, James Collinson, George Stephens, Thomas Wool
 ner, and the group's close friend, Ford Madox Brown. Morris
 was particularly intrigued with the figure of Dante Rossetti
 whose poetry and painting reflected most clearly the true feel
 ing of the Brotherhood, a group formed as a youthful move

 ment to reestablish the spiritual and aesthetic qualities of early
 Italian Renaissance art. In many ways, the PRB-the mono
 gram used by the members-recognized the virtues of an
 earlier age much as Morris did during his college days.

 Although Morris was constantly identified as the leading
 reformer of the Arts and Crafts Movement, he was not its
 initiator.4 The revival of fine handicraft and useful decorative

 arts had early support through the efforts of Sir Henry Cole,
 Owen Jones, and Christopher Dresser. In 1847 Cole founded
 Summerly's Art Manufactures, essentially the first commer
 cial design firm concerned with the relationship between form
 and function, artist and craftsman.5 Thus when the painter
 Richard Redgrave (English, 1808-1888) designed a series of
 vessels for Summerly's, he selected a basic form-the amphora

 -and decorated it appropriately with naturally colored
 aquatic motifs that enhanced, rather than detracted from, the
 overall form of the piece (Figure 1).6 Noteworthy also is the
 division of labor in its production, not unlike that which
 Morris believed necessary in the manufacture of high quality
 decorative objects. Cole commissioned the piece, Redgrave
 designed it, and J. F. Christy executed it at the Stangate Glass

 Works in Lambeth. Though Morris was himself completely
 familiar with the production process from start to finish, he
 realized the value of specialized labor and the opportunity it
 gave each worker to perfect his aspect of the process.

 Both Jones and Dresser were design theoriticians whose
 pattern books and grammars of historical ornament were well
 known to artists and designers by the late 1850s.7 These color
 ful plates amply provided new sources for the nineteenth
 century artist whose creative sense was, perhaps, jaded by
 Victorian complexity (Figure 2). Thus the foundation of the
 Arts and Crafts Movement was firmly established when
 Morris entered this revival of the decorative arts.

 Morris had as yet little experience as a craftsman. When he
 and Burne-Jones took residence in London, he designed some
 medieval-style furnishings which were professionally built and
 then decorated with Gothic-style images painted by Burne
 Jones. His first attempts at interior design, therefore, resulted
 from necessity. His next such project, after marrying Jane
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 Burden in 1858, was the decoration of his Red House, a task
 requiring much effort simply because of its size. In decorating
 the house he used murals and large embroidered wall hang
 ings. With these minor experiences and the enthusiasm of his
 cohorts, Morris decided to pursue his interests in interior
 decoration as a career.

 On April 11, 1862, the firm of Morris, Marshall, Faulkner
 & Co. was founded. A prospectus described the firm as a
 group of artists who, following the lead of English architects,
 had become involved with the decorative arts as an expressive
 art form. Their goal was to develop quality decorative objects
 requiring the coordination of designer and producer, the em
 ployment of non-industrial manufacturing techniques, and
 the abandonment of mass-production. In short, the firm at
 tempted to counter what was heralded as the age of the won
 drous machine. The company included Ford Madox Brown,
 Edward Burne-Jones, Charles Faulkner, P. P. Marshall,
 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Philip Webb, and Morris. They pro
 duced murals-both pictorial and pattern-architectural
 carvings, all types of metal work, furniture, and stained glass.8

 Wallpaper patterns were produced beginning in 1864. Morris

 .......................................

 F hIII ="--iIII l'= III

 ma

 was the dominant financial and artistic figure. In 1875 he pur
 chased, reorganized, and renamed the business Morris & Co.
 Showrooms were located at 499 Oxford Street, London.
 Morris's first three wallpaper patterns were the Trellis, the

 Daisy, and the Fruit and were all extremely popular. His next
 patterns were not set down until 1872, at which time he
 broadened production to include printed fabric. Textile pro
 duction was a more complicated process than wallpaper
 printing. Jeffery & Co. printed all the papers, but after un
 successfully employing Thomas Clarkson & Co. and Wardle
 & Co., Morris set up his own fabric printing works at Merton
 Abbey, a rural location he preferred over the crowded pro
 duction site in London. Morris's dissatisfaction with his early
 fabric printers was based on their use of commercial dyes that
 faded badly and were not naturally harmonious in color.
 He believed roller printing, instead of block printing, allowed
 a casualness of handling that was foreign to good design.

 The Cleveland Museum of Art is fortunate to own a number

 of Morris & Co. printed fabrics in addition to two woven
 textile samples.9 The examples are varied in style, effectively textile samples.9 The examples are varied in style, effectively
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 Figure 1. Jug. , :
 Glass with painted 4- J' 3
 enamel decoration,
 10-1/2 x 6-3/4 inches
 (26.6 x 17.2 cm.), 1847.
 Richard Redgrave,
 English, 1808-1888.
 Purchase,
 Sundry Purchase Fund.
 CMA 77.76

 Figure 2. Plate xcix
 from Owen Jones,
 Grammar of Ornament
 (London, 1856).

 Figure 3.
 Strawberry Thief.

 Block-printed chintz,
 35 x 38 inches

 (88.9 x 96.5 cm.), 1883.
 Morris & Co., London.

 Gift of Mrs. Henry Chisholm..
 CMA 37.696.

 showing the wide range of textiles that Morris produced. By
 the establishing the Merton Abbey printing works in 1881,

 Morris hoped to restore the art of fine fabric printing. He did
 this almost single-handedly through his perseverance in ex
 perimentation and research. He studied old dye recipes,
 adopting those whose colors remain true and fast in the print
 ing process. The close-by Wandle River was used to wash the
 fabric which was dried on the grass or strewn over the shrubs,
 allowing the sunlight to help bleach away any residual color.

 Of particular interest is the pattern named Strawberry Thief
 (Figure 3). This colorful design was one of the most elaborate
 to use the indigo discharge technique. Morris found that in
 order to produce a true indigo blue the fabric could not be
 block printed because the indigo dye oxidizes, changing the
 color as the fabric dries. Morris reused an early technique of
 vat-dyeing the entire yardage in indigo. Then, by using either
 a resist process or through bleach printing, areas of the fabric
 could be opened (the indigo color removed) and redyed the
 desired color. Morris used organic materials such as madder
 and kermes for red dye, weld for yellow, and walnut and
 catchu for brown. Secondary colors were made by blending

 dyes, and color value was varied by adjusting the strength of
 the dye solution.
 Morris's early patterns were basically conceived in a con

 temporary style with some simplifications of form and obvious
 repetition of the pattern. His later designs are much more
 complex and generally tend to display a shallow spatial depth.
 Morris believed that a pattern should not be at once entirely
 self-revealing and should hold some mystery for the viewer,
 being sufficiently complex to maintain his attention. A fine
 example of this concept is seen in the Honeysuckle pattern
 (Figure 4). This design has a predecessor in Jones's Grammar
 of Ornament (Figure 5), but Morris intensified the linear pat
 tern and by reducing the contrast between the background and
 subject matter achieved a vital yet refined textile design.
 Honeysuckle was patterened with an obvious vertical axis
 with mirror images on either side. This technique allowed for
 a strong yet pleasant repetition of the motifs that, when used
 over large areas, tends to unify the space it covers. Called a
 "turn-over" pattern, such symmetrical designs are frequently
 used in woven fabric to simplify the complex process of setting
 up the loom.
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 Figure 4. Honeysuckle.
 Block-printed linen,

 35 x 38 inches (88.9 x 96.5 cm.), 1876.
 Morris & Co., London.

 Gift of Mrs. Henry Chisolm.
 CMA 37.697

 I iNA; 5.M. I A \~ 1

 Figure 5.
 Plate XLIX
 from Owen Jones, .
 Grammar of Ornament
 (London, 1856).
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 The South Kensington Museum, later the Victoria & Albert,
 was founded in 1851 as a repository of English decorative arts.
 Morris acted as advisor to the museum with regard to the ex
 pansion of the textile collection which included many four
 teenth- and fifteenth-century textiles. These early fabrics
 served as inspirations for several of Morris's designs. Unlike
 Dresser or Jones, whose designs tended toward severe geom
 etry, Morris capitalized on the pictorial design elements found
 in late Gothic fabrics whose forms tended toward natural

 ism.10 The Kennet pattern (Figure 6), also produced as a
 woven textile, was inspired by such fifteenth-century silks.
 The design seems to shift to the right as the eye is carried ver
 tically the length of the pattern. A similar floral pattern is
 found in a Gothic example in Cleveland whose individual
 floral forms are not unlike those in the Morris design (Figure
 7).11
 Woven textiles provided a new format for Morris. Printed

 fabric was generally made in widths of thirty-six or twenty
 seven inches. Woven fabrics were generally larger, up to
 seventy-two inches wide, and required a different design ap
 proach. For the Peacock and Dragon weave (Figure 8).

 Morris derived much of the imagery from a Sicilian silk bro
 cade in the Victoria & Albert.12 The background is entirely
 filled with vines, tendrils, leaves, and floral motifs. The pea
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 Figure 6. Kennet.
 Block-printed chintz,
 35 x 38 inches
 (89.9 x 96.5 cm.), 1883.

 Morris & Co. London.
 Gift of Mrs. Henry
 Chisholm. CMA 37.689.

 Figure 7.
 Lampas weave textile.
 Silk, 9 x 16-1/2 inches
 (22.7 x 41.9 cm.),
 2nd half 14th c. Italian.
 Purchased by income
 Dudley P. Allen Fund.
 CMA 40.1193.

 4.A:~~~~~~~~,I

 age~~~~~~~~~~~ x
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 Figure 8. Peacock and Dragon (detail). Serge-weave wool,
 90 x 72 inches (228.6 x 183 cm.), 1883. Morris & Co.,
 London. Gift of Philip T. White. CMA 53.329.

 cock and dragon images are well integrated, if not dwarfed, by
 the surrounding forms. Morris preferred strong primary col
 ors for most of his fabrics, although he frequently lightened
 hues as in this example where the color values are carefully
 matched to minimize what would otherwise be too harsh a

 contrast. The Violet and Columbine weave (Figure 9) recalls
 the millefleur style of Gothic tapestry. Morris & Co. also pro
 duced tapestries and embroideries.
 Morris & Co. existed until 1940. After Morris's death, the

 firm was run by J. H. Dearle and continued producing work
 with designs by Morris, Burne-Jones, and others.

 The last decade of Morris's life was his most productive. In
 addition to the many activities already mentioned, he estab
 lished the Kelmscott Press in 1892, which soon became one of
 the most distinctive publishing houses in existence. As a
 scholar of contemporary and medieval literature, Morris
 probably became interested in publishing through his collect
 ing of manuscript illumination and incunabula. During the
 1870s, he illuminated a number of his own writings and trans
 lations of epic sagas. These hand-painted books are the fore
 runners of the 18,234 volumes eventually published by the
 Kelmscott Press.

 Significant here was the establishment of a design format
 for the printed page that remained essentially unchanged for
 the next thirty years. Morris adopted the medieval tradition
 of employing wide margins that frame the text well within the
 boundaries of the paper. A page in one of these hand-painted
 books, such as The Story of the Dwellers of Eyr, typically has
 successively wider margins around the inside, top, outside,
 and bottom edges (Figure 10). This example also shows
 Morris's newly perfected calligraphy-a disciplined study
 which no doubt made him aware of the significance of the
 design of a single letter. The decoration of the page in most of
 his illuminated books had little to do with that in medieval

 manuscripts. In place of the elaborate linear scroll work, he
 selected floral patterns strictly within the trends of the nine
 teenth century. Many are precursors of motifs later found in
 his wallpaper and fabric patterns, but they are only slightly re
 lated to the style he adopted for Kelmscott Press publications.
 Morris had several books commercially published between

 1858 and 1871. These books, such as the Defence ofGuenevere
 and the Life and Death of Jason, were published by the Chis

 Figure 9. Violet and Columbine (detail). Woven wool,
 49 x 71 inches (124:4 x 180.3 cm.), 1883. Morris & Co.,
 London. Gift of Mrs. Philip T. White. CMA 53.329.

 Figure 10. A page from The Story of the Dwellers of Eyr,
 hand-illuminated book, 1871. William Morris, English,
 1834-1896. Reproduced from The Art Annuals Great

 Masters of Decorative Art (London, 1900), p. 29.

 7111|

 when a projected run of his Love Is Enough was begun and
 suddenly abandoned. Between 1871 and 1888, Morris's inter
 est in fine printing became acute. He was basically at odds with
 commercial printing and through his friend, Emery Walker,
 was exposed to the intricacies of typography and fine book
 production. His next two books, The House of the Wolfings
 and The Roots of the Mountains, were also published at the
 Chiswick Press but with special attention to the proportions
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 Figure 1 . Title page from The Tale qf Beowu~f (London, 1895).

 of the page, the format of the title page, and the design of the
 type. Morris declared Roots to be the best looking book since
 the seventeenth century.13 However, never satisfied with the
 status quo, he carefully researched the typefaces used by early
 printers and on that basis designed two typefaces of his own.

 His first fount was reworked from one by Nicholas Jenson,
 first used in 1476. Morris's version became known as the

 Golden type, named after the Golden Legend, the first book to
 be printed with it. The second fount, the Troy, derived its
 name from the inaugural publication of The Recuyell of the
 Historyes of Troye. A third fount, Chaucer, was the same
 design as the Troy but cut smaller in size. These two were
 derived from the style of fifteenth-century German medieval
 types, notably those of Peter Schaeffer, Gunther Zainer, and
 particularly, Anthony Koberger. The Troy has a strong
 Gothic feeling but like Morris's illuminations maintains an
 identity apart from its sources. In developing these typefaces

 Morris used photographic enlargements of individual letters,
 adjusted their proportions and outlines, and had the final
 design commercially cut. A great deal of experimentation took

 place until Morris was finally pleased with the effects of the
 new types on the printed page.

 With the founts completed, Morris began designing initial
 letters, borders, and ornaments. His ornamental designs ap
 peared in the fifty-three volumes published by the Kelmscott
 Press during its seven-year life. Checking those volumes re
 veals that Morris produced nearly 650 designs.

 Edward Burne-Jones, Walter Crane, Arthur Gaskin, and
 Charles March Gere did illustrations for many of the books.
 The blocks for these images were cut primarily by William
 Hooper. The handmade paper Morris finally selected was
 hard-finished and today maintains its original whiteness. The
 paper is water-marked with a primrose between Morris's ini
 tials. Some special water-marks were occasionally used.
 Special sets of each text were printed on vellum which was
 also used in binding the books which were closed with silk ties.

 The Kelmscott Press and William Morris received much
 criticism. The matter of expense was always a topic of con
 cern, but Morris was not in the publishing business to make

 money. Given the fact that Kelmscott books were completely
 254
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 l FTHIS IS THE PICTURE OF THE OLD
 HOUSE BY THE THAMES TO WHICH
 THE PEOPLE OF THIS STORYWENTAF i HEREAFTER FOLLOWS THE BOOK IT, - ^

 I SELF WHICH IS CALLED NEWS FROM
 [ NOWHERE OR AN EPOCH OF REST &

 IS WRITTEN BY WILLIAM MORRISP |

 Figure 12. Title page from Newssfrom Nowhere (London, 1893).

 handmade and of the highest quality, the purchase price was
 low.14 It is interesting to note that virtually all of the press runs
 were sold out by subscription prior to publication. Occasion
 ally, as with the Chaucer, the edition size was increased be
 cause of the high demand. Morris wanted his books to be
 works of art, and anything less than expensive hand-printing
 and personalized production would have removed them from
 that realm. A Kelmscott book was an aesthetic object that
 happened to be a book.

 In 1942, as part of the Bequest of Julia Morgan Marlatt, in
 addition to a substantial financial contribution establishing a
 purchase fund for painting, the Museum was given numerous
 art works and the selected contents of the Marlatt library.
 From the library, the Museum acquired valuable books re
 lating to printing history, book collecting, and a complete set
 of Kelmscott Press publications. The number of such sets is
 small and generally not available for perusal. A detailed cata
 log and account of the Kelmscott books already exists and
 provides complete information as to date, price, type, size of
 publication, and publisher for each book.15 The topic for dis

 5eK1,

 1.....

 i
 Figure 13. Page from The Shepheardes Calender (London, 1896).

 cussion then remains the books themselves and the significance
 of Morris and the Kelmscott Press.

 Each Kelmscott publication had a certain predictable form,
 slightly varied according to the unique requirements for
 specialized texts. The title page was conceived as a tour de
 force announcing the literature that followed (Figure 11).
 Morris frequently used this as the only decorated portion of
 a text, and basically all of his title pages are similar. A wide
 border with foliage, flowers, and vines frames a rectangle in
 which the title appears in large letters filling all the available
 space. Titles are done both in black letters on a light ground
 and the reverse. Borders were sometimes used in more than

 one Kelmscott publication. One aspect absent from com
 mercially printed volumes, which delighted Morris, was the
 embossed surface of the page resulting from the heavy pres
 sure used in letterpress printing. He warned owners never to
 place them in a bookpress lest the embossing be lost.
 Morris's first attraction to old books was through his in

 terest in early woodcut prints which he later collected. One of
 a number of posthumous publications issued by the press
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 reproduces thirty-five images from the various fifteenth
 century books that he owned. 6 For his own publications, he
 relied on the talents of the several illustrators mentioned
 earlier. For the frontispiece of News from Nowhere, Charles
 March Gere did a view of Kelmscott Manor, Morris's home
 (Figure 12). For the Shepheardes Calender (Figure 13), Arthur

 Gaskin produced a series of images clearly showing the in
 fluence of Pre-Raphaelite painting. The simplified forms, con
 ceived in linear terms and flat patterns provided a strong
 decorative quality that extended the literal images suggested
 by the text. Walter Crane was responsible for the twenty-three

 illustrations in The Story of the Glittering Plain (Figure 14).
 In this charming series of pictures, Crane added a Gothic
 animation to his already distinctive style of illustration often
 credited as a precursor of art nouveau pictorial style. Crane
 departed from the figural style associated with the Pre
 Raphaelites. Though most of Crane's work was in color
 illustration, he was able here to orchestrate the black and

 white images to complement the printed section of the page.
 Edward Burne-Jones did nearly one-hundred drawings for

 X tlC tonmtcnnd with shamrul M MY r oth otse Ikut unto my nAhe, boon,
 ]de7 l con 6clK this hild, and, as by wer or hyndc.
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 ihzt Of this mordn wiOt, and ttanon: Wtit that hios lorit larte and be in ml7nde
 dre huhld h no e swih u trocncse L obsec, And. for the ,rohip of hie mnooder dcre.
 ,FVcI ,haS Idc e hat hwt wol deeerve. Tet nmav I GI !o 0 ltma, toude and clero .

 ~'herfbtr with mldc hot) hc dide NeM drw?,
 Hind after that he hcn hem. by the kwr. Chie wetCe of nrercy . Cril tc no de o Weertc
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 expresi on i ed str, 1.n hoinouhf I hat brisfus mafdtn frre.
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 the Kelmscott Press1, h including eighty-seven for the moonu

 aligneChs vone d to conthat of the Pre-Raphaeites. T he mechanical pro
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 expression remained strong in his many efforts for Morris.

 the Kelmscott Press, including eity-seven for the monu

 mental Chaucer. Burne-Jones's painting style also was closely
 aligned to that of the Pre-Raphaelites. The mechanical pro
 cess of transferring the drawings to a woodcut perhaps par
 tially hardened his forms, but the intensity of Pre-Raphaelite
 expression remained strong in his many efforts for Morris.

 The Kelmscott Chaucer (Figure 15) represents Morris's
 ultimate statement for the book as art. Morris anticipated
 publishing a Chaucer as early as 1891. After developing the
 Chaucer type in 1892, he began work on designs for the version
 of Chaucer as it exists today. Printing was done on two presses
 and required twenty-one months time to complete. The book
 contains a woodcut title page, fourteen different borders,
 eighteen different frames around Burne-Jones's illustrations,
 and twenty-six special large initials (Figure 15). With its large
 format and profusely decorated pages, the Chaucer surpasses
 the former opulence of any Kelmscott Publication.
 Morris's influence was great in his day and reaches to the

 present. In the 1880s in London, no less than five important
 crafts guilds were founded in the tradition of Morris & Co.
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 Figure 14. Page from The Story of the Glittering Plain (London, 1891).

 Figure 15. Page from The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (London, 1896).

 Such well-known designers as Charles Voysey, Arthur Mac
 murdo, and Charles Ashbee carried Morris's precepts into the
 twentieth century.17

 In publishing, Morris set standards that are still today
 maintained in the production of fine books. By the early part
 of the twentieth century, the Kelmscott look permeated vir
 tually all but the most conservative publishing houses in New
 York and Chicago.18 European book printing was less in
 fluenced, but Charles Ashbee's Essex House Press, Charles
 Ricketts's The Vale Press, and Lucien Pissarro's Eragny Press
 were all direct descendants of the Kelmscott Press.19

 DAVID WHIPPLE
 Research Assistant

 Decorative Arts

 1. Four significant biographies are currently standard: Philip
 Henderson, William Morris. His Life, Work, and Friends (New
 York, 1963); Jack Lindsay, William Morris. His Life and Work
 (London, 1975); John Mackail, The Life of William Morris (Lon
 don, 1899); and Paul Thompson, The Work of William Morris (New
 York, 1967). Most of the general biographical material here dis
 cussed is derived from these texts.

 2. For primary material see William Morris, The Collected Works
 of William Morris with Introductions by His Daughter May Morris
 (London, 1910-1915). Early testimonies did much to enhance the
 romance of William Morris. See Lewis Day, "William Morris," in
 The Art Annuals Great Masters of Decorative Art (London, 1900),
 pp. 1-25; Aymer Vallance, The Art of William Morris (London,
 1897); and Walter Crane, William Morris to Whistler (London,
 1911).
 3. Ruskin's main literary contributions were The Seven Lamps of
 Architecture (London, 1849) and The Stones of Venice (London,
 1851-1853).
 4. Henderson, p. 86. Morris's work is only one aspect of the Arts
 and Crafts Movement. For more information see Gillian Naylor,
 The Arts and Crafts Movement (London, 1971).
 5. Shirley Bury, "Felix Summerly's Art Manufactures," Apollo,
 Lxxxv (January 1967), 28-33.
 6. CMA 77.76 Jug, glass, 10-1/2 x 6-3/4 inches (26.6 x 17 cm.).
 Richard Redgrave, English (1808-1888). Purchase, Sundry Purchase
 Fund.
 7. See Christopher Dresser, The Art of Decorative Design (London,
 1862), and Studies in Design (London, 1876); also, Owen Jones,
 Grammar of Ornament (London, 1856). Nicholas Pevsner's Pioneers
 of Modern Design (Baltimore, 1972) provides added insights to
 Morris's relationship with these designers, as does Ray Watkinson,
 William Morris as Designer (London, 1967).
 8. Stained glass was for a considerable period the most important
 output of Morris & Co. See A. Charles Sewter, The Stained Glass
 of William Morris and His Circle (New Haven and London, 1974).
 9. CMA 37.579 Tulip, block-printed chintz, 37-1/4 x 30-1/2 inches
 (94.5 x 77.4 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1875. Gift of Mrs. Henry
 Chisolm.

 CMA 37.695 Snakehead, block-printed chintz, 35 x 38 inches
 (89 x 96.5 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1877. Gift of Mrs. Henry
 Chisolm.

 CMA 37.696 Strawberry Thief, block-printed chintz, 35 x 38
 inches (89 x 96.5 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1883. Gift of Mrs.
 Henry Chisolm.

 CMA 37.697 Honeysuckle, block-printed linen, 35 x 38 inches
 (89 x 96.5 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1876. Gift of Mrs. Henry
 Chisolm.

 CMA 37.698 Kennet, block-printed chintz, 35 x 38 inches (89 x
 96.5 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1883. Gift of Mrs. Henry Chisolm.

 CMA 37.699 Marigold, block-printed chintz, 35 x 38 inches (89 x
 96.5 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1875. Gift of Mrs. Henry Chisolm.

 CMA 37.700 Peony, block-printed chintz, 37-1/2 x 34-1/2 inches
 (95.2 x 87.5 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1877. Gift of Mrs. Henry
 Chisolm.

 CMA 53.329 Violet and Columbine, wool woven textile, 49 x 71
 inches (124.5 x 180.3 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1883. Gift of Mrs.
 Philip T. White.

 CMA 53.330 Peacock and Dragon, serge-weave wool textile, 90 x
 72 inches (228.6 x 182.8 cm.). Morris & Co., London, 1878. Gift of
 Mrs. Philip T. White. A complete catalog of Morris & Co. wall
 papers and chintzes is available; see Fiona Clark, William Morris
 Wallpapers and Chintzes (London, 1973).
 10. Italian silk designs of the Gothic era are discussed by Anne

 Wardwell, "The Stylistic Development of 14th- and 15th-Century
 Italian Silk Design," Aachner Kunstbldtter, XLVII (1976-1977),
 177-226.

 11. CMA 40.1193 Lampas weave, silk and Cyprian gold, 9 x 16-1/2
 inches (22.8 x 41.9 cm.). Italian, 2nd half of fourteenth century.

 Dudley P. Allen Fund. Published: CMA Bulletin, xxvIII (November
 1941), 138-139.
 12. Rowland and Betty Elzea, The Pre-Raphaelite Era (Wilming
 ton, Del., 1976), p. 93.
 13. Henry Halliday Sparling, The Kelmscott Press and William

 Morris (London, 1924), p. 140.
 14. The cost of a Kelmscott book varied from as little as ten shillings
 for the Aims in Founding the Kelmscott Press to ?20 for the Chaucer.
 As collector's items, the books naturally command high prices on
 the market. In a recent sale at Christie's a complete set of fifty-three
 Kelmscott books sold for ?14,085 (approximately $23,000). See
 Christie, Manson, Woods Auction Catalog, March 29, 1978,
 London.
 15. Sparling, pp. 148-174.
 16. Stanley C. Cockerell, ed., Some German Woodcuts of the
 Fifteenth Century (London, 1898).
 17. See David Whipple, "A Silver Kettle by Charles Ashbee," CMA
 Bulletin, LXIII (October 1976), 246-252.
 18. For an excellent discussion of Morris's influence, see Susan
 Otis Thompson, American Book Design and William Morris (New
 York, 1977).
 19. See John Russell Taylor, The Art Nouveau Book in Britain
 (London, 1966), and Gordon N. Ray, The Illustrator and the Book
 in England from 1790-1914 (New York, 1976).
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